
“Building a Global Community” involves not 
only formal diplomacy but also various forms 
of cooperation and exchange among non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), businesses, 
and private individuals.  The classes in our 
program reflect this diversity by introducing a 
wide range of topics and modes of analysis–both 
in the humanities and the social sciences–that 
will help students navigate an increasingly 
interconnected world. 

Our theme draws upon and brings together 
Lewis & Clark’s celebrated strengths in 
international studies and public service.  The 
College curriculum encourages students not 
only to learn about the world but also to make 
it a better place, and students respond by 
enrolling in study abroad and community service 
programs in very high numbers.  Indeed, Lewis 
& Clark takes special pride in its reputation as 
a “college of conscience” with an international 
reach.  “Building a Global Community” exposes 
Waseda students to the College’s goal of training 
global citizens dedicated to 
the common good.

This program appeals 
to students interested in 
careers in international 
business, diplomatic service, 
international civil service, 
cross-cultural education,  
and NGOs.

Lewis & Clark College
•International focus    
•Liberal arts tradition  
•Small classes/close interaction with faculty
•English language classes
•Personal attention
•Option of summer study/
internships
•Safe, garden-like campus
•Free shuttle to city center

English Language 
Development
•Classes with American 
students
•Conversation groups
•US roommates
•Community Friends Program
•Outdoor programs
•Volunteer programs

Portland, Oregon 
•Gateway to Pacific Northwest
•Short flights to Seattle and Vancouver
•Non-stop flights to and from Tokyo
•Easy access to Portland International Airport
•Easy access to outdoor sports:  golf, camping,

snowboarding, and rafting
•Professional sports, museums, galleries, concerts

Building a Global Community
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Get to know more about 
Lewis & Clark College!

Learn more about the CS-L program at www.lclark.edu/offices/international/waseda.   
For questions, e-mail bdwhite@lclark.edu.
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Lewis & Clark College

English Language Development

Portland, Oregon



Lewis & Clark
Portland, Oregon USA

Building a Global 
Community

Celebrating Japan Night

Pumpkin Carving Event

Information
To learn more about the CS-L program at Lewis 
& Clark College, visit our Web site at: 
www.lclark.edu/offices/international/waseda/

Brian White
Waseda/CS-L Contact
MSC 192, Lewis & Clark College
615 S. Palatine Hill Road
Portland, Oregon 97219
U.S.A.
503-768-7307
503-768-7301 fax
bdwhite@lclark.edu

2019-20 Program Participants:

Hideki Eguchi
Takahiro Hosono
Ryosuke Imamura
Jun Shindo
Rikako Takasaki

Explorare, Discere, Sociare
To explore, to learn, to work together
探究、討論、協調

Lewis & Clark follows the letter and spirit
of all equal opportunity laws.
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